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Abstract

The aim of case-based planning (CBP) is to improve the eciency
of plan generation by taking advantage of previous problem-solving
experience. This paper explores the relative utility of placing CBP
within plan-space vs. state-space planning. We argue that it is in the
ability to adapt the previous case to the new situation that plan-space
planning proves to be more ecient. To be able to extend a previous
episode to solve the current problem situation, a planner needs the
ability to splice in new steps into an existing sequence. The planspace planner, which decouples the order of derivation of plan steps
from their execution order, provides this capability. We will present
controlled empirical studies that support our hypothesis regarding the
relative advantage of plan-space planning in CBP. Our experiments
demonstrate that this advantage holds whether we employ either of
two CBP methods, which we call plan reuse and derivation replay.
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1 Introduction
The aim of Case-Based Planning (CBP) [8, 15, 13] is to improve the eciency
of plan generation by exploiting the similarity between a new problem and
previous problem-solving situations. CBP involves storing information in a
case library about each planning episode as it is encountered. Each time
that a problem is attempted, the library is consulted and a previous case
judged to be similar to the new problem is retrieved. The earlier case is then
adapted to meet the needs of the current situation.
When a retrieved case only partly solves the new problem, it is the task of
the underlying planner to engage in further problem-solving e ort to achieve
any extra goals that are not covered. Since it is likely that further planning
is needed, the eciency of CBP will depend to a large extent on the ability
of the planner to extend a case to solve a new problem. This paper is focused
on the question: In what way is the e ectiveness of CBP in uenced by the
nature of the underlying planning strategy? We consider two broad classes
of domain-independent generative planning techniques: state-space planners
which search in the space of world states, and plan-space planners which
search in the space of partly-constructed plans. We systematically evaluate
the tradeo s in basing CBP in plan space vs. state space. The strategies are
tested in two di erent CBP frameworks, representing alternative methods
for exploiting previous planning experience. We call these frameworks plan
reuse and eager derivation replay respectively. The two di er on what is
actually stored in a case, as well as how the case is tted to adapt to a new
problem. In both methods, tting produces a skeletal plan which contains
all of the previous plan constraints which are relevant to the new situation.
When the new problem contains extra goals not achieved within the skeletal
8

plan, then the underlying planner is employed to further re ne this plan into
a solution.
We will demonstrate through focused experimental studies in both reuse
and replay that plan-space planners which make a weak commitment as to
the ordering of steps have a greater ability to extend the skeletal plan. This
has already been shown to be an advantage in generative planning [28, 1].
However, we nd that the ability to splice in new steps and subplans into
an existing sequence is of even greater bene t in exploiting previous experience through CBP. In our experiments plan-space and states-space planners
show consistently wider performance di erentials with replay than they do in
from-scratch planning. We will provide an explanation as to why plan-space
planning has an advantage in CBP over and above the potential bene ts in
generative planning.
Although we have conducted experiments to compare plan-space and
state-space planning within two CBP frameworks, there are a number of
di erent CBP systems which di er in the way that they adapt a previous
case [8, 9, 24, 25, 33]. There is therefore a question as to whether our conclusions as to the bene ts of plan-space CBP apply to these frameworks as
well. Accordingly, in Section 6 we will also consider the applicability of our
hypotheses to a variety of other CBP frameworks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the planspace and state-space planning strategies and provides an overview of our approach to plan reuse and derivation replay. Section 3 presents some testable
hypotheses concerning the advantages of plan-space planning in reuse and
replay. Section 4 describes empirical studies that validate the hypotheses developed in the previous section. Section 5 discusses the cost bene ts provided
by reuse and replay. Section 6 discusses the rami cations of the experimen9

tal results in more sophisticated CBP frameworks. Section 7 describes some
related work and Section 8 summarizes the contributions of this paper.

2 Background
In this section, we will brie y review the two classes of domain-independent
planning strategies (section 2.1) as well as our reuse and replay CBP frameworks (section 2.2).

2.1 Domain Independent Planning
As we mentioned earlier, domain-independent planners come mainly in two
varieties: state-space and plan-space [35]. Both navigate a space of states,
armed with the problem speci cation. The problem is de ned as a 3-tuple,
hI; G; Ai, made up of the initial state, I , the goal state, G, each represented
as a conjunction of rst-order literals, and a set, A, of domain operators
in STRIPS representation [6]. The state-space planner traverses a space of
world states. Starting with the initial world state, each transition through
this space represents the action accomplished by a single operator. With
each application of the operator, the changes prescribed in the operator's
add and delete lists are applied to the current position to produce the new
current world state. The plan gradually forms as a side e ect of this process;
the path leading from the initial state is extended incrementally with each
transition. The action that is associated with each step is appended to the
end of the plan as the step is taken.
Because the ultimate aim of planning is to nd a ground operator sequence
which is a solution to the given problem (one which when executed from the
initial state arrives at the goal state), another way of viewing the planning
10
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•

(current plan)

State-Space
Planners
(eg. STRIPS, PRODIGY
NOLIMIT, TOPI)

(new step)

Plan-space Planners
Total-Order
(eg. Pedestal, TOCL)

Partial-Order
(eg. Tweak, SNLP
NOAH, NONLIN)

Figure 1: Step addition re nement in state-space and plan-space planners.
In state-space planners, a new step is always added either to the beginning
(in the case of forward state-space planning) or to the end (in the case of
backward state-space planning) of the current step sequence. In plan-space
planning, the new steps may be added anywhere in the current plan. The
di erence between the total-order and partial-order plan-space planners is
that the former commit to a speci c ordering right away, while the latter
leave the new step unordered with respect to the existing steps, and order it
only in response to future interactions.
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null plan

goal state
unload

fly lg

unload
t0

fly lg
fly li

t0

fly lg

tG

unload
t0

fly lg
fly li

unload

load

tG

unload
tG
load

/
fly lg
fly li
t0

unload
load

tG

/

ordering

fly lg
fly li
t0

fly li
unload

load

tG

(a) Plan Derivation in Plan-space
Planning (SNLP)

(b) Plan Derivation in State-space
Planning(TOPI)

Figure 2: A logistics transportation domain example showing the di erences
in plan derivation provided by state-space and plan-space planning. In both
cases, a logistics plan for transporting one package from a location li to a
location lg is being derived.
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action (Load-Truck ?O ?T ?L)
precond (at-object ?O ?L)
(at-truck ?T ?L)
add
(inside-truck ?O ?T)
delete (at-object ?O ?L)
action (Unload-Truck ?O ?T ?L)
precond (inside-truck ?O ?T)
(at-truck ?T ?L)
add
(at-object ?O ?L)
delete (inside-truck ?O ?T)
action (Drive-Truck ?T ?Li ?Lg)
precond (at-truck ?T ?Li)
(same-city ?Li ?Lg)
add
(at-truck ?T ?Lg)
delete (at-truck ?T ?Li)
equals (not (?Li ?Lg))

action (Load-Plane ?O ?P ?L)
precond (at-object ?O ?L)
(at-plane ?P ?L)
add
(inside-plane ?O ?P)
delete (at-object ?O ?L)
action (Unload-Plane ?O ?P ?Li)
precond (inside-airplane ?O ?A)
(at-plane ?P ?Li)
add
(at-object ?O ?Li)
delete (inside-plane ?O ?A)
action (Fly-Plane ?P ?Li ?Lg)
precond (is-a AIRPORT ?Lg)
(at-plane ?P ?Li))
add
(at-plane ?P ?Lg)
delete (at-plane ?P ?Li)
equals (not (?Li ?Lg))

Figure 3: The speci cation of the Logistics Transportation Domain adapted
for our experiments
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process is as a search through a space of partly-constructed plans. This is the
perspective taken by the plan-space planner. The action sequence is then not
a side e ect of the planning process; it is the object of the search. The set
of ground operator sequences constitute a space of potential solutions. The
planner begins with the null plan as the current active plan. Each transition
to an adjoining operator sequence represents the addition of a constraint
(step and/or step ordering) to the existing plan. The objective is to search
this space by continually re ning the plan until it lands on a step sequence
that is a solution for the given problem.
It is interesting to note that state-space planning may also be seen as a
process of constraint addition which can be considered a search in the space
of plans [16]. However, from this viewpoint, the state-space planner has a
restricted set of allowable re nements to the existing plan (see Figure 1).
Since it determines which step to add on the basis of which operators may
be applied in the current world state, steps may be added only to the end
of the partial solution. Most planners used in learning research to date fall
roughly in this category, in that they add steps contiguous to the end of a plan
sequence, and advance the current state accordingly. These include forwardchaining means-ends analysis planners such as STRIPS [6], and PRODIGY
[4] 1 There exist another class of planners which do backward search in the
space of world states, starting with the goal state (for example, TOPI [1]).
These planners add new actions only to the beginning of the partial solution
during re nement. The current goal state is obtained by regressing the goal
1 Notice that the linearity assumption, which speci es whether the planner manages its
list of outstanding goals as a stack or an arbitrary list, has no e ect on this. In particular,
both PRODIGY, which makes the linearity assumption, and its extension NOLIMIT which
doesn't (and thus allows interleaving of subgoals), both re ne a partial plan by adding
operators to the end of the current plan[33].
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through the new step, and is used to determine the next action to be applied.
The perspective of plan-space planning (as opposed to state-space) provides more options as to the nature of the plan re nements that may be
adopted (see Figure 1). Instead of considering the current world state, the
plan-space planner looks into the sequence of actions which is formulated so
far, and makes this the basis of its decisions. Some of the aspects of the partial plan which may be relevant are: step preconditions which are subgoals
that are yet unsolved, whether there exist steps that could be made to achieve
these goals given additional binding constraints and/or step orderings, and
whether these goals would be achieved had it not been for other con icting steps. Planners which make their choices as to additional constraints
based on the current plan (as opposed to the state reached by executing the
plan) may insert new steps into the plan. The new step may be interleaved
anywhere in the partly-constructed solution, including in the middle of an
existing step sequence. This adds to the exibility of the planning process.
It increases the likelihood of nding a solution on any given branch in the
search tree.
A secondary source of exibility for plan-space planners is their policy
of weak commitment in ordering steps. Unlike state-space planners which
maintain contiguous sequences of operators during their search (so that the
current world state can be uniquely identi ed), some plan-space planners can
search in the space of partial-order plans (see Figure 1). Many current-day
planners such as NOAH [31], NONLIN [32], and SIPE [36] belong to the latter
class, called partial-order (or PO) planners2. With a PO strategy, new steps
Partial-order planners have also been called nonlinear planners. We prefer the former
term since the latter gives the misleading impression that partial-order planning is related
to the linearity assumption. In fact, as we mentioned earlier, the linearity assumption is
concerned with the order in which di erent goals are attacked, and can be used in any
2
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may be added in parallel to an existing step sequence. Later, as con icts
are detected between parallel operators, a step may be interleaved into the
existing plan segment. This approach avoids commitment to arbitrary interoperator orderings, thereby decreasing the likelihood of having to backtrack
over these orderings [1, 28].

2.1.1 An Example
Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of plan-space and state-space planners in
solving a simple problem taken from the logistics transportation domain described in [33] and adapted for our experiments as shown in Figure 3. Figure 2
shows the derivation of a solution to a problem in which a single package has
to be transported between locations. It serves to illustrate the PO planners'
commitment strategy when it comes to step orderings. SNLP adds orderings
as required by the subgoaling structure, since steps that contribute conditions must precede the steps that require these conditions. Step orderings
are also added to resolve con icts between steps, for example, when one step
is deleting the contribution of another. In the current example, this means
that the LOAD action is rst added in parallel to an existing step sequence.
Further step orderings are then added to accomplish the interleaving of the
new action into the existing segment.
Contrast this with TOPI's derivation of a solution to the same problem,
also displayed graphically in Figure 2. Since this planner keeps its plans as
total-order sequences, and extends a plan by adding steps to the beginning
of the plan, the plan-step ordering is determined by the order in which goals
planner. The linearity assumption causes incompleteness in planners that search in the
space of world states (such as STRIPS), but does not a ect completeness in any way in
planners that search in the space of plans.
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are attempted. If this step order turns out to be unsuccessful, then the
planner will have to backtrack to reach a solution. For example, if it has
the plane leave the package location before it loads the package it will have
to backtrack. For the plan-space planner, which has the ability to interleave
steps into the plan, planning is complete without having to backtrack on
goal order. As we will see later, it is this ability to interleave new steps into
the plan which we believe gives the plan-space planner an advantage in plan
adaptation.

2.2 The Reuse and Replay Frameworks
In this section, we describe our approach to plan reuse and derivational
replay. These frameworks di er in two important phases: storing a case
corresponding to the current planning episode in the library, and tting a
previous case to apply it to a new problem (see Figure 4). In plan reuse
we store the nal plan which is the product of the planning episode. In
derivational replay, the planning decisions made during problem-solving are
retained. The derivation trace that is stored in the library is a trace of
the choices that lie along the derivation path leading from the root of the
search tree to the nal plan in the leaf node. These decisions then become
instructions for a future search process.
Although both reuse and replay utilize a common retrieval strategy (see
Section 2.2.4), the methods used to t the case to the new situation di er. In
the tting phase, both reuse and replay take the retrieved case, and attempt
to derive from it a skeletal plan which contains only the plan constraints
that are judged to be applicable to the new problem situation. The speci c
strategy used to construct the skeletal plan is, however, di erent in reuse and
replay. In reuse, the irrelevant parts of the plan are retracted to produce a
17

Retriever

Library

Case

Planning
Problem

Storer

Plan/Derivation

Case-Based Planner
Fitting/Extension/[Recovery]

Problem
Solution

Domain Operators

Figure 4: A schematic diagram illustrating the approach of case-based planning. In plan reuse, the nal plan that is produced by each planning episode
is stored in the case library. When a case is retrieved it is tted to the new
problem-solving situation by retracting the inapplicable parts of the plan. In
derivational replay, a trace of the derivation of each solution is stored. A
previous case is tted to a new problem situation by replaying the decisions
in the trace. In both, the plan that is produced is extended to achieve any
extra goals of the new problem. When this extension fails a recovery phase
is initiated.
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null
plan

null
plan

null
plan

skeletal
plan

skeletal
plan

final
plan

STORE

final
plan

STORE

RETRACT / EXTEND

(a) Plan Reuse

final
plan

REPLAY / EXTEND

(b) Eager Derivation Replay

Figure 5: The di erences in the approach of plan reuse and eager derivation
replay. In reuse, inapplicable parts of the plan are retracted before the plan
is incorporated into a node in the new search tree. In replay, the trace of the
previous derivation is used as guidance to the new search process.
plan fragment which is then incorporated into the current active node of the
new search process (see Figure 5). In eager derivation replay, the previous
decisions made in deriving the plan are validated in sequence in the context of
the new problem-solving context, and valid decisions are replayed to produce
the skeletal plan. In the following sections we provide more details on these
alternative tting methods.

2.2.1 Case Fitting in Reuse
In plan reuse, tting involves retracting the irrelevant plan segments [13, 15].
The algorithm takes as input the new problem speci cation, hI 0; G0; Ai, the
previous plan, Pold , as well as an explanation for the correctness of the plan
called its validation structure or causal structure. The validation structure
is used to identify the parts of the plan which are irrelevant or inconsistent
19

with the new problem. This structure is made up of a number of causal links
of the form hs; p; s0i . A causal link contains the information that a step s
is the source of an e ect which is contributed to satisfy a precondition, p,
of the destination step s0. Since a case may be considered as a candidate
for retrieval if only a subset of the goals that it achieves are open conditions
in the new context, there may be steps in the old plan which which are not
relevant in the new planning situation. These may be identi ed through
the validation structure by tracing the chains of causal links leading to the
absent goals. The corresponding steps are then retracted from the old plan
to produce the skeletal plan.

2.2.2 Case Fitting in Replay
In our replay strategy, tting is accomplished through replay of the previous
decisions recorded in the derivation trace. Since invalid decisions are skipped
over, replay functions like retraction in plan reuse.
In order to understand the replay process, it is useful to think of planning
decisions themselves as operators acting on partial plans. DerSNLP represents a partial plan as a collection of plan constraints [17]. In particular, a
partial plan is represented as a 6-tuple, hS ; O; B; L; E ; Ci, where
1. S is the set of actions (step-names) in the plan, each of which is mapped
onto an operator in the domain theory. S contains two dummy steps:
tI whose e ects are the initial state conditions, and tG whose preconditions are the input goals, G.
2. B is a set of codesignation (binding) and non-codesignation (prohibited
binding) constraints on the variables appearing in the preconditions
and post-conditions of the operators which are represented in the plan
20
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Figure 6: Planning decisions have preconditions which are based on the
current active plan and have e ects which alter the constraints so as to
produce the new current active plan.
steps, S .
3. O is a partial ordering relation on S, representing the ordering constraints over the steps in S .
4. L is a set of causal links of the form hs; p; s0i where s; s0 2 S .
5. E contains step e ects, represented as hs; ei, where s 2 S .
6. C is a set of open conditions of the partial plan, each of which is a
tuple hp; si such that p is a precondition of step s and there is no link
supporting p at s in L.
For DerSNLP, planning starts with the \null plan" (denoted by P; ). Two
choices made by SNLP are shown in Figure 6. The preconditions of these
choices are speci ed in terms of the existence of an unachieved subgoal, p.
The e ects are the constraints that are added to the partial plan to achieve
this open condition.
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In replay, each of the previous decisions contained in the derivation trace
is rst compared with the current active plan to determine whether its precondition holds in the new context. Invalid decisions, those whose preconditions don't match, are skipped over. Previous choices which are judged
to represent valid plan re nements are used as guidance to direct the new
search process. Replaying a valid decision involves selecting a match for that
decision from the children of the current active plan, and making this child
the next plan re nement. When all of the previous decisions in the trace
have been visited, the product of replay is a plan which contains all of the
constraints prescribed by the case which are relevant to the new problemsolving context. Since invalid instructions have been skipped, the skeletal
plan which is the end result of replay is comparable to the product of the
retraction phase in plan reuse.

2.2.3 Case Extension and Recovery
In both reuse and replay, the constraints that are retracted/skipped are only
those that are known a priori to be irrelevant. This does not mean that
the constraints that are left in the skeletal plan are consistent with a solution. Whenever the skeletal plan is not a solution 3 the underlying planning
strategy is employed to extend the skeletal plan to achieve a full solution to
the new problem. There is always a possibility that this e ort may fail in
that the skeletal plan will not be able to be re ned into a solution [30]. In
these instances, completeness is preserved through the initiation of a recovery
phase. In plan reuse, recovery is accomplished by starting the search process over from the beginning, starting at the null plan. In replay, recovery
That is, whenever it contains open conditions corresponding to extra input goals or
unsatis ed initial state conditions.
3
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means backtracking over the skeletal plan and continuing the search process
by exploring the siblings of the replayed path.
In replay, the tting, extension and recovery phases do not represent an
alteration in the underlying planning strategy. Each phase merely provides
search control, directing the search process as to which node in the search
tree to visit next. For example, case tting is accomplished by directing
the search down the previous derivation path. Case extension corresponds
to exploring the subtree underneath the replayed path. Recovery involves
backtracking over this path, and expanding its siblings.
Since eager derivation replay does not alter the underlying planning strategy, but merely provides search control, replay inherits all of the properties
of the underlying planner. For example, when based within SNLP, it is
complete, sound and systematic [27, 1]. It also means that case adaptation through replay is never strictly more dicult than from-scratch plan
generation, whereas the same cannot be said for plan reuse [30].
In the next section, we will describe the retrieval strategy employed in
both reuse and replay.

2.2.4 A Common Retrieval Strategy
Realistic domains like the logistics transportation domain described earlier
add to the complexity of the retrieval process. There may be many domain
objects of the same type, and an individual planning episode references a
particular set of these objects. For a case to be widely applicable, the object
constants must either be variablized as in [18], or alternatively, at the time
of retrieval, we may create an object mapping which can be used to revise
the old object names [13]. Here we adopt the latter strategy. We store
cases representing individual planning episodes instantiated with the original
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object constants. An object mapping is constructed when a case is considered
as a candidate for retrieval. It is formed as a side e ect of the process of
mapping the old case onto the new problem speci cation. Candidate cases
are then judged on their similarity to the new problem, given this mapping.
The algorithm used to determine whether a particular case is retrieved for
reuse takes as input the new problem, hI 0; G0; Ai, the problem that was previously solved, hI; G; Ai, the old plan for this problem, Pold, and the plan's
validation structure. Determining the relevance of a case starts with the
initial construction of a mapping of the goal contained in G onto G0. This
mapping is done with the restriction that predicates map onto themselves,
and object constants map onto themselves or other objects of the same immediate type.
Once a case is found which solves a subset of the new goals, then the
case is further judged on the basis of the conditions satis ed through initial
state e ects. These are readily identi ed by the validation structure of the
old plan. Each is represented as the condition p in a validation, hti; p; s0i,
in which the source is the dummy step, ti . Since it is unlikely that a case
can be found which is an exact match in all of these relevant initial state
conditions, it is usual to judge the applicability of a case on the basis of
a similarity metric which considers a case to be applicable if a set number
of these conditions are consistent with the new initial state [13, 33]. Basing
retrieval on a partial match increases the probability that a case will be found.
However, it also means that the skeletal plan will contain action chains which
are not executable in the new situation. The underlying re nement planner
may then be used to extend these chains to reachieve some of the unsatis ed
initial conditions. Moreover, since cases are retrieved which solve only a
subset of the new problem goals, there also may be extra input goals present
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in the new problem which were not covered by the previous case. Further
planning e ort is also needed to achieve these extra goals that were not
attempted earlier. This means that the success with which a planner extends
a partial solution into a complete plan will have an e ect on the eciency of
CBP. The relative support provided by state-space and plan-space planners
for this extension phase is the subject of the next section.

3 Analysis of Plan-Space and State-Space Case
Extension Strategies
In this section, we analyze the advantages of plan-space planning in extending
the skeletal plan which is obtained from either reuse, or, alternatively, from
replay.

3.1 Case Extension in Plan Reuse
To understand the advantage of plan-space planning in reuse, we need to consider how the skeletal plan derived from the retrieved case may be extended
into a solution for the new problem. Suppose a planner is attempting a new
problem hI 0; G0; Ai, by extending a skeletal plan that is a ground operator
sequence (or macro), M , which solves hI; G; Ai, where G  G0.

De nition 1 (Step-Sequencable Macros) We will say that M is stepsequencable with respect to the new problem hI 0; G0 ; Ai, if and only if there
exists subplans N and N 0 such that N  M  N 0 (where \" is the stepsequencing operator) will be a correct plan for solving the problem hI 0; G0; Ai.
If the retrieved plan is a partial-order plan then the plan corresponds to
a set of ground operator sequences. A step-sequencable partial-order plan is
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de ned as follows:

De nition 2 (Step-Sequencable Partial-Order Plans) A partial-order

plan consists of a collection of constraints P which de ne a set of ground operator sequences (macros). We will say that P is step-sequencable with respect
to a new problem hI 0; G0 ; Ai, if and only if there exists a macro consistent
with P which is step-sequencable with respect to hI 0 ; G0 ; Ai

For some problems, those in which step order is critical, a retrieved macro
may not be step-sequencable. This does not mean that the macro is inconsistent with any extension into a solution. It may be that a plan that solves
the full set of goals contains all of the steps provided by the macro. It's just
that a solution to the full problem may only be found by interleaving these
steps with additional ones.

De nition 3 (Step-Interleavable Macros) A macro M is said to be stepinterleavable with respect to a new problem hI 0 ; G0 ; Ai, if and only if there exists a subplan M 0 such that M 0 may be merged with M to achieve hI 0; G0 ; Ai
without retracting any steps, step orderings or binding constraints in M , and
without altering the ordering of the steps in M .

Finally, M is said to be step-modi able with a new problem if and only
if there exists a subplan which can be merged with M to achieve a solution
after retracting one or more steps or binding constraints in M .

De nition 4 (Step-Modi able Macros) A macro M is said to be stepmodi able with respect to hI 0 ; G0; Ai, if and only if there exists a subplan M 0
such that M 0 may be merged with M to achieve hI 0 ; G0 ; Ai after retracting

one or more steps or binding constraints in M , or after altering the ordering
of the steps in M .
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Macro

State-space

Plan-space

step-sequencable
extendable
extendable
only step-interleavable non-extendable extendable
only step-modi able non-extendable non-extendable
Table 1: Relationship between the step-sequencability of a macro with respect to the new problem to be solved and the ability of di erent re nement
planners to extend the macro into a solution.
A step-interleavable partial-order plan is de ned as follows:

De nition 5 (Step-Interleavable (Step-Modi able) Partial-Order Plans)
A partial-order plan consisting of a collection of constraints P is step-interleavable
(step-modi able) with respect to a new problem hI 0; G0; Ai, if and only if there
exists a macro consistent with P which is step-interleavable (step-modi able)
with respect to hI 0; G0; Ai

Interleavability of macros, as de ned here, di ers from modi ability in
that the latter also allows retraction of steps, binding constraints and step
orderings from the macro. Clearly, interleavability is more general than sequencability, as modi ability is more general than interleavability.
From the de nitions above, it is easy to see that if a retrieved plan P is
only step-modi able with respect to the new problem, then it contains constraints which are inconsistent with any extension of the problem. Ideally
we want CBP to be able to extend a plan P as long as it is either stepsequencable or step-interleavable with respect to the additional goals. We
note that since state-space planners may add steps only either to the beginning or to the end of the current step sequence, they will not be able to
extend plans which are only step-interleavable. Plan-space planners, which
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Type of Subgoals Step Sequencability
independent
serializable
nonserializable

sequencable
may be sequencable
not sequencable

Table 2: Relationship between the serializability of problem goals for a statespace planner and the sequencability of a macro which solves a proper subset
of those goals.
may add steps anywhere in the partial plan, may re ne a previous plan also
in the instances where steps have to be interleaved. Table 1 summarizes these
di erences.

3.1.1 When do we encounter interleavable macros?
In the foregoing, we noted that state-space planners cannot support adaptation of macros which are only step-interleavable, while plan-space planners
may extend these macros. For this to make a di erence in terms of performance, there must be many situations where a case-based planner retrieves
macros which are only step-interleavable. In the following, we will provide
examples of planning domains in which subplans that have to be interleaved
are common, and characterize them in terms of the serializability of the subgoals in those domains.
Table 2 shows the relation between the types of goals present in the domain and the expected types of macro sequencability a case-based planner is
likely to encounter. To understand this relationship, consider the simple arti cial domains, ART-IND, ART-MD and ART-MD-NS originally described
in [1] and shown in Figure 7. These domains di er in terms of the serializability of the goals in the domain [26, 1]. From the domain descriptions, it
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can be seen that a conjunctive goal Gi ^ Gj (where i < j ) in the ART-IND
domain may be achieved by a state-space planner by attempting the two
goals in any order, giving rise to two plans Ai ! Aj and Aj ! Ai. All problems from this domain are made up of goals which are independent [26] and
may be solved by a state-space planner by attempting goals in succession,
and concatenating plans for individual goals [1]. In the case of the ART-MD
domain, only the rst of the two plans above will be a correct plan for solving
Gi ^ Gj . This is because the delete literals in the actions demand that Gi
be achieved before Gj . Conjunctive goals in ART-MD are thus not independent. They are serializable, however, since a state-space planner is able to
nd the correct order in which to attempt its goals and achieve a solution by
concatenating subplans for individual goals.
It is clear that in the ART-IND domain, which contains only independent
subgoals, every plan will be step-sequencable with a new problem containing
extra input goals. When the goals are serializable, as is the case in ART-MD,
the distribution of stored macros may be such that the retrieved macro is
not sequencable with respect to a new problem (see Table 2). For example,
suppose the planner is trying to solve a problem with goals G1 ^ G2 ^ G3 from
the ART-MD domain, and retrieves a macro which solves the goals G1 ^ G3:
A1 ! A3 . Clearly, the macro is not step-sequencable with respect to the new
problem, since the only way of achieving G1 ^ G2 ^ G3 will be by the plan
A1 ! A2 ! A3 , which involves interleaving a new step into the retrieved
macro. To summarize, in domains with serializable, but nonindependent
subgoals, there are some instances where old plans are only step-interleavable
with respect to a new goal, and others where they are also step-sequencable.
In the case of the ART-MD-NS domain, all the subgoals are non-serializable.
To see this, consider that subplans for Gi and Gj have to be interleaved to give
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ART-IND (D0S 1): (Ai prec : Ii add : Gi )
ART-MD (DmS 1): (Ai prec : Ii add : Gi del : fIj jj < ig)
ART-MD-NS (DmS 2):
(A1i prec : Ii add : Pi del : fIj jj < ig)
(A2i prec : Pi add : Gi del : fIj j8j g [ fPj jj < ig)
Figure 7: The speci cation of Barrett and Weld's Synthetic Domains
the plan A1i ! A1j ! A2i ! A2j . This means that a state-space planner cannot
achieve a correct solution by attempting goals in succession, and concatenating subplans for individual goals. It may only solve all of its goals by interleaving attempts on subgoals related to individual goal conjuncts. Any planner which re nes plans by adding steps only to the end of the existing step
sequence will not be able to incorporate a macro unless that macro solves the
full problem. To illustrate, consider the macro for solving a problem with conjunctive goal G1 ^ G2 in ART-MD-NS, which will be: A11 ! A12 ! A21 ! A22.
Now, if we add G3 to the goal list, the plan for solving the new conjunctive
goal G1 ^ G2 ^ G3 will be A11 ! A12 ! A13 ! A21 ! A22 ! A23 (where the
underlined actions are the new actions added to the plan to achieve G3). The
only way a macro may be reused in this domain is by interleaving it with
new steps, unless of course it is an exact match for the problem. Table 2
summarizes these correlations between subgoal types and the sequencability
of a macro.
In some domains, for example the logistics transportation domain discussed earlier, problems may be solved by concatenating subplans for individual goals, but optimal plans may only be found by interleaving these
subplans. As an example, consider the problem where two packages have to
be transported between the same locations. We can solve each goal individ30

ually and concatenate subplans for transporting each package, but the result
is clearly not optimal in terms of number of steps. A shorter solution would
involve loading both packages in succession and then transporting them together. Clearly, in such reuse situations the plan-space planner will have an
advantage from the point of view of plan quality4.
The foregoing discussion may be summarized in terms of the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 In domains which contain problems that are conjunctions of

goals and plan-step order is critical to the achievement of all the goals, reuse
based on plan-space planning frameworks will be more e ective than reuse
based on state-space planning frameworks. This is because in such domains
e ective reuse may require re ning old plans that are only step-interleavable
with respect to the new goals (which is not supported by state-space planners).

We will empirically evaluate this hypothesis in Section 4.

3.2 Case Extension in Eager Derivation Replay
In this section we will do a parallel analysis of the relative advantages of
planning strategies when CBP employs replay instead of reuse to support
adaptation. As we noted earlier, given a new problem, hI 0; G0; Ai, and a
retrieved case which solves an old problem, hI; G; Ai, eager derivation replay
proceeds by replaying all of the applicable decisions of the case. We call
the partial plan resulting from this process the skeletal plan, since, like the
skeletal plan of plan reuse, it contains all of the constraints which have been
4 If the planner is interested in guaranteeing the quality of the plans produced, and
automatically prunes bad plans, we will indeed nd that the retrieved plans will be nonsequencable with new goals.
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judged to be applicable to the new problem. It is then the task of the
underlying planner to achieve any extra goals which are left open in this
plan. Here we consider replay to be sequenced if the skeletal plan that is
produced through replay is re ned into a full solution. In these instances,
replay is sequenced with further re nement choices to arrive at a solution,
since the series of decisions that were obtained through replay and which
make up the replayed segment of the path are concatenated with further
choices to reach the nal solution.
A goal that is left open in the skeletal plan may be a top level goal in
(G0 ; G). It also may be a condition in (I ; I 0) which was relevant to the
achievement of one of the goals in G but is not present in the new initial state,
I 0 . We will distinguish three di erent ways a search path may be extended
to solve an extra goal. First, a path which is a sequence of decisions may be
concatenated with further choices.

De nition 6 (Decision-Sequencable Search Path) A search path which
contains a sequence of decisions D is decision-sequencable with respect to a
new problem, hI 0; G0 ; Ai , if and only if there exists two decision sequences E
and E 0 such that E  D  E 0 (where \" is the decision sequencing operator)
will produce a plan which is correct for hI 0; G0; Ai.

Often a decision sequence may only be extended to achieve an extra goal
if it is interleaved with additional choices. In this instance, we say that the
decision sequence is interleavable with respect to the new problem.

De nition 7 (Decision-Interleavable Search Path) A search path which

contains a sequence of decisions D is decision-interleavable with respect to a
new problem, hI 0; G0; Ai, if and only if there exists a sequence of decisions
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D0 such that D may be merged with D0 to produce a plan which achieves
hI 0; G0; Ai without retracting any decisions in D.
Finally, the path may have to be modi ed if it is to be extended to solve
an extra goal.

De nition 8 (Decision-Modi able Search Path) A search path which

contains a sequence of decisions D is decision-modi able with respect to a
new problem, hI 0; G0; Ai, if and only if there exists a sequence of decisions
D0 such that D may be merged with D0 to produce a plan which achieves
hI 0; G0; Ai after retracting one or more decisions in D.

For replay to be sequenced the replayed path must be decision-sequencable
with respect to the new problem. It remains for us to gain an understanding
of situations where decision sequencability is guaranteed.

3.2.1 When is a replayed path decision-sequencable?
Whether the replayed path is decision-sequencable will depend on the underlying planner. For a state-space planner the decision sequence obtained
through the guidance of replay is decision-sequencable with respect to a new
problem only if the replayed path leads to a skeletal plan which is stepsequencable with respect to the new problem. This is because a state-space
strategy does not allow the interleaving of additional steps. Since the planner
is continually progressing the current world state as steps are added, they
may only be added to the end of the sequence. This means that any extra
input goals have to be achieved by extensions to either the head or the tail of
the plan. The relationship between step-sequencability of the skeletal plan
and decision-sequencability is shown in Table 3.
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Skeletal Plan

State-space

Plan-space

step-sequencable
decision-sequencable
decision-sequencable
only step-interleavable only decision-interleavable decision-sequencable
only step-modi able only decision-modi able only decision-modi able
Table 3: Relationship between the step-sequencability of the skeletal plan
with the extra goals and the decision-sequencability of the replayed path
that produced the skeletal plan
Consider the example from the logistics transportation domain contained
in Figure 3.2.1. This gure shows a derivation that corresponds to transporting a single package to a designated airport, and illustrates the situation
where this derivation is replayed for the problem that requires the additional goal of transporting a second package to the same airport. Additional
planning e ort is required to derive new steps to load and unload the extra
package.
If the state-space planner, TOPI, attempts to re ne the skeletal plan to
add these new steps, the steps will be added to the beginning of the existing
sequence, and the nal plan so produced will have the plane retrace its route
after depositing one package to retrieve the second. Replay based on a statespace planner is therefore more likely to produce a solution which contains
more steps than the problem requires. As illustrated in Figure 3.2.1, if replay
is based within the partial-order planner, SNLP, then the derivation which
accomplished the same plan may be extended to achieve the extra goals.
The added steps are rst placed in parallel to the existing sequence, and the
plan so produced is further re ned by adding step orderings so that the new
package is loaded and unloaded at the correct point in the sequence.
This shorter plan may be produced through replay by a state-space plan34
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Figure 8: A transportation domain example showing the di erences in support provided by state-space and plan-space planning to replay. In both
cases, a logistics plan for transporting one package from a location li to a location lg is being replayed to solve a new problem where two packages need to
be transported from li to lg . The replayed search path is extended (extension
is shown in bold) to add extra steps to load and unload the additional package. A state-space planner must alternate replay with from-scratch planning
in order to interleave these steps at the optimal point in the plan, whereas a
plan-space planner may extend the replayed path to reach the same solution
for the new problem.
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ner if replay is alternated with from-scratch planning for the extra goals (See
Figure 3.2.1). Such an alternating strategy is shown in Figure 9. To distinguish our replay strategy from this alternating one, we refer to the former
as eager derivation replay. The problem with such replay-alternating strategies is that there is no domain and problem-independent way of predicting
when one should choose to replay vs. do from-scratch e ort. If a wrong
decision is made in this regard, the planner will be forced to backtrack over
the plan resulting from replay. Such backtracking could be costly in terms of
performance. Indeed, past work on replay that was based in state-space planning systems [3] has spent considerable e ort towards nding best heuristic
strategies to decide how to interleave replay with from-scratch planning to
minimize such backtracking.
The plan-space planner does not have to alternate replay with further
planning e ort in order to interleave steps into a previous plan. In all instances when the new problem may be solved by interleaving new steps, the
replayed path may be extended to reach a solution. It is only when the previous choices have to be modi ed, that the replayed path has to be backtracked
over. This discussion suggests a testable hypothesis regarding the relative
eciency of replay in state-space vs. plan-space planning frameworks:

Hypothesis 2 Plan-space planners will show greater improvement with ea-

ger derivation replay over state-space planners whenever step order is critical
to a solution, that is, whenever new steps have to be interleaved into the previous plan in order to solve the new problem.

We will empirically evaluate this hypothesis in the next section.
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Figure 9: Schematic characterization of eager replay vs an alternating replay strategy. In eager
replay, all the applicable instructions from the previous trace are replayed before control passes to
from-scratch re nement. In an alternating replay strategy, the planner has a choice of replaying an
instruction or doing a from-scratch re nement. Note that in either replay strategy, there is complete
exibility as to when, and how many times, the replay process should be initiated during planning.
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4 Empirical Evaluation of the Advantages of
Plan-Space Planning
An empirical analysis was conducted to test our hypotheses regarding the
relative e ectiveness of reuse and replay for plan-space vs state-space planners. To do this we chose two state-space planners, TOPI [1] and NOLIMIT
[33], in addition to the PO planner, SNLP. We implemented reuse and replay on these planners and compared their performance. The experimental
strategy consisted of training all three planners with a set of randomly generated problems, and testing them on another set of randomly generated
(but larger) problems. The planners solved problems and stored plans in
the training phase. During the testing phase, the planners used these stored
plans to solve new problems. Two types of CBP strategies were tested| one
corresponding to the plan reuse strategy described in Section 2.2 and the
other corresponding to the eager derivation replay strategy described in the
same section. In the following, we brie y describe the planners, the reuse
and replay strategies and the test domains.

4.1 Performance Systems
Our performance systems included two planners implemented by Barrett and
Weld [1]. SNLP (POCL) is a causal-link partial-order planner, which may
arbitrarily interleave subplans. The second planner, TOPI, carries out a
backward-chaining world-state search. TOPI adds steps only to the beginning of the plan. Thus, unlike SNLP, but like planners doing search in the
space of world states, such as STRIPS and PRODIGY, TOPI is unable to
interleave new steps into the existing plan. SNLP and TOPI share many
key routines (such as uni cation, operator selection, and search routines),
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making it possible to do a fair empirical comparison between them.
NOLIMIT was chosen as the third planner to be tested. NOLIMIT is a
version of PRODIGY which was the basis of the derivational replay system
reported in [33]. Like PRODIGY and STRIPS, it uses means-ends analysis,
rst subgoaling to establish a set of potential operators, then forward chaining from the current world state, by applying potential operators to the plan.
Applicable operators (operators whose preconditions are true in the current
state) are added to the end of the plan and the current state is advanced
appropriately. Unlike STRIPS, NOLIMIT can defer step addition in favor of
further subgoaling. This means that in contrast to STRIPS, NOLIMIT can
solve problems that are nonserializable, such as those in the ART-MD-NS
domain, which cannot be solved by concatenating subplans for individual
goal conjuncts. However, since it adds steps only to the end of the existing
plan sequence, NOLIMIT is therefore also unable to interleave steps into the
current plan. To facilitate fair comparisons, NOLIMIT was reimplemented
on the same substrate as the other two planners. This was done following
the algorithm contained in [33].
We have created a framework for accomplishing reuse and replay within
each planning strategy. These are described below.

4.2 Implementation of Plan Reuse
Recall that in reuse, a previous case consists of a plan which is rst tted
to adapt to the new problem-solving situation. As described in Section 2.2,
tting involves deleting irrelevant chains of steps leading to goals that are
not present in the new problem. For our reuse experiments, this was not
actually necessary, since cases were chosen which solved a subset of the new
problem goals. Fitting in reuse involved the insertion of the old plan into
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the current active node in the new search process. Care was taken to update
the open conditions of the plan. For TOPI, the new goal state had to be
regressed through the existing step sequence to create the current set of open
conditions.

4.3 Implementation of Eager Derivation Replay
In replay, a previous case consists of a trace of the planning decisions which
led to a successful solution in the earlier episode (see Section 2.2). Each
decision corresponds to a choice among the alternatives at one of the backtracking points in the underlying planning algorithm. The content of each
choice therefore changes with the planning methodology.
We have extended each planning strategy to include a replay facility. For
example, DerSNLP (Derivational SNLP) extends SNLP by a capability for
producing traces of successful plan derivations and replaying previous traces.
A sample trace of SNLP's decision process is shown in Figure 10. The trace
corresponds to a simple problem from the logistics transportation domain of
[33] which contains the goal of getting a single package, OB1, to a designated
airport, lg . The derivation trace contains the choices that were made along
the path from the root of the search tree to the nal plan in the leaf node.
Instructions contain a high level description of both the decision taken and
its basis for justi cation in the future context. For example, a step addition
is applicable in the context of the new search process if the condition that
it previously achieved is also an open condition in the new active plan. A
threat resolution choice is justi ed if steps added through replay result in a
similar threat in the new active plan.
Consider as an example the trace contained in Figure 10 and suppose
that it is being replayed for a second problem in which there is an additional
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Goal : (AT-OB OB1 g )
Initial : ((IS-A AIRPORT g ) (IS-A AIRPORT i ))
(IS-A AIRPORT p ) (AT-PL PL1 p )
(AT-OB OB1 i ) ...
Name : G1
Name : G7
Type : START-NODE
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Name : G2
Kind : NEW LINK
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
New Link: (0 (IS-A AIRPORT g ) 2)
Kind : NEW STEP
Open Cond: ((IS-A AIRPORT g ) 2)
New Step: (UNLOAD-PL OB1 ?P1 g ) Name : G8
New Link: (1 (AT-OB OB1 g ) GOAL) Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Open Cond: ((AT-OB OB1 g ) GOAL) Kind : NEW STEP
Name : G3
New Step: (LOAD-PL OB1 PL1 ?A4)
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
New Link: (4 (INSIDE-PL OB1 PL1) 1)
Kind : NEW STEP
Open Cond: ((INSIDE-PL OB1 PL1) 1)
New Step: (FLY-PL ?P1 ?A2 g )
Name : G9
New Link: (2 (AT-PL ?P1 g ) 1)
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Open Cond: ((AT-PL ?P1 g ) 1)
Kind : NEW LINK
Name : G4
New Link: (3 (AT-PL PL1 i ) 4)
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Open Cond: ((AT-PL PL1 ?A4) 4)
Kind : NEW STEP
Name : G10
New Step: (FLY-PL ?P1 ?A3 ?A2)
Type : RESOLUTION
New Link: (3 (AT-PL ?P1 ?A2) 2)
Kind : PROMOTION
Open Cond: ((AT-PL ?P1 ?A2) 2)
Unsafe-link : ((3 (AT-PL PL1 i ) 4)
Name : G5
2 :(AT-PL PL1 i ))
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Name : G11
Kind : NEW LINK
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
New Link: (0 (AT-PL PL1 p ) 3)
Kind : NEW LINK
Open Cond: ((AT-PL ?P1 ?A3) 3)
New Link: (0 (AT-OB OB1 i ) 4)
Name : G6
Open Cond: ((AT-OB OB1 i ) 4)
Type : ESTABLISHMENT
Key to Abbreviations:
Kind : NEW LINK
PL = PLANE
New Link: (0 (IS-A AIRPORT i ) 3)
OB = OBJECT
Open Cond: ((IS-A AIRPORT ?A2) 3)
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Final Plan: (FLY-PL PL1 p i ) Created 3
(LOAD-PL OB1 PL1 i ) Created 4
(FLY-PL PL1 i g ) Created 2
(UNLOAD-PL OB1 PL1 g ) Created 1
Ordering of Steps: ((4 < 2) (3 < 4) (4 < 1) (3 < 2) (2 < 1))
l

l

l

l

l

l

Figure 10: An example solution trace for DerSNLP
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package, OB2, which is also to be transported to the same airport. At the
beginning of the replay episode, the null plan is the current active node,
Act. It contains two open conditions: (AT-OB OB1 lg ) and (AT-OB OB2
lg ). The rst instruction to be replayed is of type establishment. It prescribes
a new action, and it is annotated with the subgoal that step achieves. The
validation process starts by matching the open condition of the instruction
against the open conditions of Act 5 . Since (AT-OB OB1 lg ) is also open
in the current active plan, the validation procedure goes on to generate the
children of Act which also establish that condition by adding a new step. It
then attempts to match the high level description of the step contained in the
instruction, i.e., (UNLOAD-PL OB1 ?P1 lg ), to one of these plan re nements.
The validation procedure returns the plan re nement that corresponds to the
prescribed choice.
Replay was similarly implemented within the state-space planners, TOPI
and NOLIMIT. Although the content of the stored traces are di erent, since
the actual choices made di er with each planner, a common replay strategy
was employed for each planner. Replay is eager in that control is shifted to
the sequence of instructions in the derivation trace. It is this sequence that
determines the order in which conditions are solved and threats are resolved.
The output of the replay procedure is a skeletal plan which incorporates all
of the prescribed re nements that are valid in the new context. The search
process continues with this plan as the new active node.
5 Conditions are matched based on an object mapping formed during retrieval of a
previous case. Objects in the old goal condition are mapped into their corresponding
objects in the new similar goal.
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4.4 Experiments in Reuse and Replay for Mixed Articial Domains
The three planning strategies were rst tested on a series of problem sets
each of which contained mixed independent and nonserializable goals. We
constructed a domain which combined the actions of ART-IND (the domain
with independent subgoals) and ART-MD-NS (the domain with nonserializable subgoals) as shown in Figure 7. Five di erent experiments were run
on problem sets containing 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% nonserializable goals. In
each experiment, 30 four-goal problems were randomly generated according
to the pre-speci ed mix, and the planning strategies were tested both in
from-scratch mode, through reuse of an old plan which solved a subproblem
containing three of the four goals, and through replay of a derivation trace
corresponding to that subproblem.
The plots in Figures 11 and 12 summarize the performance of each
planning strategy as a function of the percentage of the nonserializable goals.
The plots on the left compares the number of plan re nements taken in
solving all the 30 problems in each of the ve problem sets. The plots on the
right shows the total CPU time for each problem set.
DerSNLP in reuse mode exhibited the best performance both in terms
of the cumulative time and the number of plans explored. Similar results
were obtained for replay (see Figure 12). More importantly, notice also that
for the state-space planners, DerTOPI and DerNOLIMIT, the improvements
provided by reuse and replay decrease with increased percentage of nonserializable goals. The performance of the state-space planners was poorer with
replay as opposed to generative planning when problems were 100% nonserializable (see Figure 12). These results are in agreement with our hypothesis
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Figure 11: Reuse performance as a function of % of non-serializable sub-goals
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Figure 12: Replay performance as a function of % of non-serializable sub-goals
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that when step order is critical, and new steps have to interleaved into the
existing plan, that a plan-space planner will display greater performance improvements with reuse and replay.

4.5 Replay Experiments in the Logistics Transportation Domain
Our previous experiments demonstrate that plan-space planners are better
at exploiting a previous case as the step order decisions become critical. To
further support this conclusion, we experimented with the the more realistic
logistics transportation domain of [33]. Problems with nonserializable goals
were randomly generated, and the initial conditions of each problem were
varied. These represented the location of various transport devices (one
airplane and four trucks) over four cities, each city containing an airport and
a post oce. Four packages were randomly distributed over airports. So
as to make step order critical, problems were chosen from this domain to
contain subgoals that interact. Problems represent the task of getting one
or more packages to a single designated airport. Each time that a problem
was solved, a trace of the derivation of the solution was stored in the case
library. Before each new problem was attempted, the library was searched
for a previous case that solved a subset of the goals. No attempt was made
to match the initial state conditions. Each planning strategy was tested both
on solving the problem from scratch, and from replay of the previous case.
For the sake of comparison, we also ran the same experiments on problems randomly generated from the arti cial domain, ART-MD-NS. Whereas
each problem in ART-MD-NS has a unique solution, in the transportation
domain there are many possible solutions varying in length. However, optimal (shortest) solutions can only be found by interleaving plans for individual
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goals. This di erence has an important rami cation on the way eager replay
misleads state-space planners in these domains. Speci cally, in the ARTMD-NS domain, state-space planners will have to necessarily backtrack from
the path prescribed by eager replay to nd a solution. In the transportation
domain, they can sometimes avoid backtracking by continuing in the replayed
path, but will produce plans which are longer in terms of the number of steps.

4.5.1 Experimental Setup
Each experiment consisted of a single run in which problems were attempted
in four phases. Goals were randomly selected for each problem, and, in
the case of the transportation domain, the initial state was also randomly
varied between problems. Each phase corresponded to a set of 30 problems.
Problem size was increased by one goal for each phase. All the planners used
a depth- rst strategy in ART-MD-NS. To decrease overall running times in
the transportation domain, the planners used a best- rst search which was
biased to extend the skeletal plan prior to the siblings of the replayed path.
The replay strategy that we employed for the current investigation was eager
in that the full trace was visited during a single call to the replay procedure.

4.5.2 Storage and Retrieval Strategies
A library of cases was formed over the entire run. Each time a problem was
attempted, the library was searched for a previous case that was similar. If
one was found, the new problem was run both in scratch and replay mode,
and the problem became part of the 30 problem set for that phase. If there
was no previous case that applied, the problem was merely added to the
library.
Case retrieval was based on a primitive similarity metric. For one-goal
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problems, a case was selected from the same set of one-goal problems that
had accumulated during the rst phase. A previous case was judged as suciently similar to the problem at hand to be considered for replay if the goals
matched. For later phases, corresponding to multi-goal problems, cases were
retrieved from the previous phase and were chosen so as to have all but one
of the goals matching. The initial state conditions were randomly varied
between problems, and retrieval was not based on similarity in these conditions. This meant that the plan that was returned by the replay procedure
contained open conditions which include a goal corresponding to the extra
top level goal, and also included initial state conditions that were changed
in the new problem. Since the retrieved plans need to be extended to solve
the new problems in all the multi-goal phases, we would expect the relative
e ects of replay on plan-space vs. state-space planning to be apparent in
these phases.

4.5.3 Experimental Results
The results of the experiments are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Each table entry represents cumulative results obtained from the sequence of 30 problems
corresponding to one phase of the run. The rst row of Table 4 shows the
percentage of problems correctly solved within the time limit (100 seconds
for the ART-MD-NS domain, and 550 seconds for the logistics transportation
domain). The average solution length is shown in parentheses for the transportation domain (solution length was omitted in ART-MD-NS since all the
problems have unique solutions.) The subsequent rows of Table 4 contain the
total number of search nodes visited for all of the 30 test problems, and the
total CPU time. DerSNLP was able to solve as many or more of the multigoal problems than the two state-space planners both in from-scratch and
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15824
6216
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8463
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rst, CPU limit: 550sec)
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497
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100% (7.9)
6086
230

100% (5.8)
1571
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100% (3.5)
617
15
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Table 4: Performance statistics in ART-MD-NS and Logistics Transportation Domain. CPU time
is in seconds on a Sun Sparc-II running CMU Commonlisp. Average solution length is shown in
parentheses next to %Solved for the logistics domains only.

(c) DerSNLP

(d) DerTOPI

Figure 13: Replay performance in the logistics transportation domain.
replay modes, and did so in less time. Our implementation of DerNOLIMIT
was not able to solve any of the multi-goal problems in the transportation
domain within the time limit, and this column is therefore omitted from the
table.
In the ART-MD-NS domain, replay resulted in performance improvements for DerSNLP which increased with problem size (see Table 4). Comparative improvements with replay were not found for the two state-space
planners in the multi-goal phases. In the logistics domain, not only did DerTOPI fail to improve performance through replay, it also experienced an
increase in average solution length. In contrast, replay in DerSNLP led to
performance improvements without increasing the solution length.
The graphs in Figure 13 show the performance of SNLP and TOPI in
scratch and replay modes as a function of the problem size. The left axis
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shows the total cpu time for the 30 problem set taken by each planner. We see
that in scratch mode SNLP outperforms TOPI both in terms of cumulative
time, and in terms of number of problems solved. Furthermore replay is
bene cial to SNLP but not to TOPI. These results are consistent with our
hypothesis that state-space planners will be misled by eager replay when step
order is critical.
Table 5 reports three di erent measures that indicate the e ectiveness of
replay. The rst is the percentage of sequenced replay. Recall that a sequence
of decisions produced through replay is decision-sequencable with respect to
the new problem if it may be extended by further re nement choices into a
solution. Here we consider replay to be sequenced if the search path that
is obtained through guidance from the previous trace is extended by further
planning e ort into a nal plan. The percentage of sequenced replay therefore
indicates the percentage of problems for which replay guides the new search
directly down a path to a solution. Sequenced replay results in savings which
are potentially exponential in the length of the portion of the solution path
that is obtained through replay, as it avoids from-scratch search for that
segment of the path (see Section 5). Nonsequenced replay is evident when
some plan-re nements that were obtained through replay do not appear in
the nal solution path. When this happens, replay may actually exhibit a
poorer performance in comparison to from-scratch search.
For the state-space planners, replay was entirely nonsequenced for multigoal problems in either domain. Replay for the PO planner was entirely
sequenced in the ART-MD-NS domain (see Table 5). In the logistics domain,
the PO planner also experienced some nonsequenced replay, but less than the
state-space planner in the multi-goal phase 6 .
6

There are two reasons for the non-sequenced replay shown by DerSNLP in the trans-
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The eciency of replay for the PO planner is also indicated by the two
other measures contained in the nal two rows of Table 5. These are the
percentage of plan-re nements on the nal solution path that were formed
through guidance from replay (% Der), and the percentage of the total number of plans created through replay that remained in the nal solution path
(% Rep). The PO planner did better than the other two according to these
measures in every phase in which multi-goal problems were solved, supporting our hypothesis regarding the relative e ectiveness of eager replay in planspace as opposed to state-space planning.

4.6 On the E ectiveness of Planning Strategies in Generative planning vs. Case-based planning
In this paper, we have argued that plan-space planners have some advantages over state-space planners in supporting case-based planning. Previous
research that compared plan-space and state-space planners in generative
planning have come to similar conclusions [28, 1]. Given this, it might seem
that the e ectiveness of a planning strategy in CBP is totally determined by
its eciency in generative planning. We will argue that this is not the case
for the following reasons. Avoiding a strong commitment is most e ective
in generative planning when there are several alternative choices and many
of these represent a wrong choice in that all attempts to extend the plan
will fail. The advantage entailed by a weaker commitment is lessened by
portation domain. First, unlike ART-MD-NS, where all the problems had the same initial
state, in the transportation domain, the initial conditions were randomly varied. Since
our primitive similarity metric did not consider these initial state di erences, this meant
that replayed cases were less similar in this domain. Second, the best- rst search strategy
used in the transportation domain tends to compete against replay, directing the planner
away from the replayed path when the rank of the replayed path is suciently high. This
in turn reduces the percentage of sequenced replay.
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Figure 14: Comparison of from-scratch and replay performance in the ARTMD-NS domain, where TOPI was supplied with a domain-speci c heuristic
(cpu time in seconds on a Sparc-II running CMU Commonlisp)
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Table 5: Measures of e ectiveness of replay
the adoption of a good heuristic for making the correct decision. However,
often such a heuristic will give di erent advice over slight variations in the
problem speci cation. For example, the presence of an extra goal in the new
problem may mean that what was a correct choice in a previous case is a
wrong choice in the new context. A planning strategy that makes strong
commitments may therefore be a poor substrate for case-based planning,
even when it is relatively ecient in plan generation. We therefore suggest
that a weak commitment strategy may be advantageous in CBP over and
above any bene ts it provides for generative planning. Our empirical results
corroborate this conclusion.
In particular, it is evident from the results in mixed domains that the advantage gained through replay is not a direct function of the eciency of the
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planning strategy employed (see Figure 12). This follows from the nding
that as the percentage of nonserializable goals is increased, replay performance for the state-space planner degrades at a faster rate than performance
in from-scratch mode. This result leads to the conclusion that when goals are
nonserializable a plan-space strategy is even more important for a planner
engaged in replay than it is for from-scratch planning.
In order to further demonstrate this nding, we re-ran DerTOPI in the
ART-MD-NS domain but allowed it to employ a domain-speci c heuristic
which greatly improved its performance in from-scratch mode. When the
heuristic was in e ect, goals were selected so that steps were always added in
the order found in a correct plan for the problem currently being attempted.
As Figure 14 indicates, although DerTOPI+Heuristic showed much improved
overall performance in from-scratch mode, in replay mode performance was
worse than in from-scratch planning. The reason for this is evident when
one considers that in replay, DerTOPI is directed to attempt its goals in
the order prescribed by the previous case and therefore must abandon the
heuristic choice when engaged in replay. Moreover, although the previous
choice is a correct choice for that subproblem, it is not the correct choice
for achieving the new problem. Replay therefore misleads the planner down
the wrong path, a path which must be backtracked over to reach the new
solution.

4.7 Summary and Conclusion
The experiments reported in this section concentrated on the relative e ectiveness of state-space and plan-space planners in supporting plan reuse and
derivation replay. Results indicate that when step order is critical to a solution, and new steps have to be interleaved into the old plan, the plan-space
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planner has an advantage. The state-space planners tested failed to improve their performance through reuse or replay when step order was critical.
SNLP, which avoids a strong step order commitment showed improvements
with reuse and replay on the same problems. The results are thus consistent
with our hypotheses regarding the advantage of plan-space planning in reuse
and replay.
Moreover, we have also provided evidence that the eciency of a planning strategy in reuse and replay is somewhat independent of its e ectiveness
in generative planning. When the state-space planner, TOPI, employed a
heuristic for choosing a goal from the agenda, its generative planning performance in ART-MD-NS was comparable to SNLP's. This indicates that
a strong step order commitment is not a disadvantage if one has a surere method of determining a priori the correct step order. However, TOPI's
replay performance continued to be poor in comparison to from-scratch planning.
It is always possible to adopt domain-dependent heuristics which have the
potential, at least in simple domains like ART-MD-NS, of giving good advice
as to when and in what order to apply steps to the plan. However, making
the correct choice is dependent on knowing the identity of all of the input
goals in the problem at hand. A previous case which solves only a subset of
these goals will mislead the planner into taking a wrong decision. Although
strong commitment is not necessarily a bad strategy for generative planning,
particularly if one has available good heuristics, it may not be a good strategy
for CBP. When di erent problems require di erent step orderings, a weak
commitment strategy as to step ordering is preferable for CBP.
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5 Analyzing the Expected Bene t of Eager
Derivation Replay
In previous sections we proposed, and validated, some carefully circumscribed
hypotheses regarding the e ectiveness of plan-space vs. state-space planning
in supporting the extension phase of case-based planning strategies. In this
section, we place these results in the broader context of the CBP architecture
which has been our focus. An analysis into the various factors that determine
the cost of plan reuse can be found in the literature (see, for example, [30]).
Here we will look at the cost of eager derivation replay, with the aim of
investigating how the ability of the underlying planner to extend a plan will
a ect replay cost.

5.1 An Analysis of the Cost Bene t of Eager Derivation Replay
Suppose we are interested in solving a planning problem hI 0; G0Ai. If the
e ective branching factor of the underlying planner for this problem is b, and
we explore the search tree to a depth limit d then the cost of generating the
solution from scratch is bd .
Now suppose we are solving the same problem through eager derivation
replay and that a case is retrieved with a retrieval cost . Suppose further
that after the tting phase of cost  we produce a skeletal plan Psk . Three
stages of replay contribute to its overall cost: retrieval, tting, and extension/recovery. The cost R of CBP is therefore

R =  +  + Re=r
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(1)

Pnull
d

lb

bd
bd-lsk+lb
bd-lsk

Psk
d-lsk

Figure 15: The cost of extension/recovery is bd;l +l where lb is the number
of nodes on the replayed path that are backtracked over in order to reach a
solution
sk

b

where Re=r is the combined cost of extension and recovery. This last factor
includes the cost of extending Psk into a solution, and, if extension fails,
recovering from the failure. In the next section we will look at the cost of
extension/recovery.

5.1.1 The Cost of Extension/Recovery in the Replay Framework
With an extension- rst replay strategy, the subtree underneath the skeletal
plan is explored rst. If the planner is successful in re ning the skeletal plan
into a solution within the depth limit d, then there is no recovery phase, and
the cost of extension/recovery is bd;l where lsk is the length of Psk in terms
of the number of re nements needed to produce the plan (see Figure 15).
If the skeletal plan cannot be re ned into a solution within the depth limit,
and the subtree underneath the skeletal plan has been explored to depth d,
the planner then backtracks over the skeletal plan and continues solving the
problem from scratch in the normal manner. Recovery involves expanding
the siblings of the replayed path until a solution is reached. The total cost
of extension/recovery is therefore bd which is also the cost of solving the
problem from scratch.
sk
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In order to analyze the advantage gained through replay, we must look at
the expected cost given the probability of a successful extension of the skeletal
plan. This cost is

Ee=r = pbd;l + (1 ; p)bd

(2)

sk

In general, the planner will not have to explore all of siblings of each node
of the replayed path before reaching a solution. In particular, if a depth
rst search is employed, the planner recovers by exploring these siblings in
order starting with the siblings of the skeletal plan. Suppose it is forced to
backtrack over lb decisions in the replayed path leading to Psk . The value
of lb can vary between 0 and lsk depending where the rst wrong choice has
been made. The cost of recovery is then bd;l +l and the expected cost of
extension/recovery is
sk

Ee=r = pbd;l + (1 ; p)bd;l
sk

b

sk

+lb

(3)

It can be seen from 3 that the higher the probability of skeletal plan
extension, the more e ective replay will be. Moreover, when Psk is not extendable, the cost of replay increased exponentially with lb, the number of
number of nodes in the replayed path that have to be backtracked over in
order to reach a solution.
For replay to be e ective over from-scratch planning the expression in 3
needs to be smaller than bd . Replay will be e ective when p  1. This
strong dependence of the eciency of replay on a high probability of skeletal
plan extension, together with the greater capability of plan-space planners to
extend a skeletal plan, explains why plan-space planning has an advantage
in replay.
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5.2 Factors In uencing Overall Cost of Reuse/Replay
Let us now analyze the various factors that decide whether reuse/replay is
e ective:

 The cost of retrieval . We obviously need sophisticated techniques

that reduce the retrieval cost. Not surprisingly, a signi cant amount
of work on plan reuse and case-based reasoning was devoted to this
[13, 33, 7].

 The cost of tting . Since tting takes polynomial time in the size of
the retrieved case and the new problem this factor is dominated by the
other factors.

 The length of the skeletal plan lsk . The larger this value the greater the

potential savings. The cost reduction increases exponentially with the
size of the skeletal plan. This potential exponential reduction is what
makes case-based planning so attractive. We hope that the retrieval
and indexing are such that the retrieved plan will give rise to a larger
skeletal plan (that covers more of the new problem).

 The probability p that the skeletal plan can be successfully extended.

This probability determines whether a recovery phase will be needed to
adapt the plan. Whenever a recovery phase is required, an exponential
surcharge is added over and above the other costs. As noted earlier,
if p is suciently low, case-based planning can in fact be costlier than
planning from scratch.

 In replay, the length lb of the number of re nements leading to Psk that
have to be backtracked over in order to reach a solution. If extension
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fails this factor will determine the amount of e ort that has to be put
into recovery.
Of these factors, the retrieval cost , the tting cost , as well as the length
of the skeletal plan lsk can be made reasonably independent of the underlying
planner, assuming that the same retrieval and indexing strategies are used
for all planners. In Section 4 we have demonstrated that the planner has an
e ect on the probability of successful extension, p. Given the same retrieval
and tting methods, the probability p of extending the skeletal plan into
a solution is higher for reuse and replay based within plan-space planning.
This explains the observed performance di erentials.

6 Rami cations in More Sophisticated CBP
Frameworks
In the previous sections, we have considered the potential bene ts of planspace planning in CBP. However, we have looked at only two methods of case
adaptation. Both involve a re nement strategy which rst ts the case to the
new problem situation, then extends the case to achieve any extra goals before
recovering by backtracking or returning to from-scratch planning. Other
techniques which can be found in the literature employ alternative reuse and
replay strategies. There is therefore a question as to whether our results
apply to these methodologies as well. First we will consider some more
sophisticated CBP techniques.
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6.1 E ect of Sophisticated Backtracking and Adaptation Strategies
6.1.1 Backtracking Strategies

We noted that much of the ineciency of state-space planners in supporting
adaptation stems from their need to backtrack whenever new steps have to
be interleaved into the current skeletal plan. It is possible to alleviate the
e ect of this ineciency to some extent by resorting to dependency-directed
backtracking algorithms. Even if we ignore the overhead associated with
such strategies, it is still instructive to note that they only try to cure the
symptom of the malady, rather than the malady itself. In similar situations,
plan-space planners will not need to backtrack in the rst place.

6.1.2 Multi-Case Adaptation
Some case-based planning systems, such as PRODIGY/ANALOGY [33] use
multiple cases in guiding adaptation. Although our empirical study into
replay involved only replay of a single case for each problem, we believe that
the results can also be extended to multi-case replay. When we have multiple
cases, in addition to the decision as to how to alternate replay with fromscratch planning, we also have the decision as to how to alternate the replay
of individual cases . When step order is critical, the state-space planner will
have to attempt both types to successfully exploit the guidance of previous
cases. Once again, the plan-space planner will have less need to do either of
these, and can thus not only replay the cases in any order, but also employ
eager replay on individual cases. Similarly, the plan reuse strategy employed
here can be very easily extended to start with multiple macros, which between
them cover complementary subsets of the new problem goals. The ability to
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interleave plans will again be advantageous in multi-plan reuse.

6.1.3 Multi-Pass Adaptation
Some implemented case-based planning systems, such as REMAID [3] and
PRODIGY/ANALOGY [33] use multi-pass strategies in adaptation. For example, rather than abandon the case after it has been replayed once, such
systems keep the case and replay it again if parts of the case that are not previously applicable, become applicable as the skeletal plan is being extended.
Multi-pass replay can be thought of as the process of replaying multiple copies
of the same case. Each time the case is visited, we replay all the applicable
portions of the case.7 Our eager replay strategy may be easily extended to
include multiple passes on the same case. It is however not clear whether
such multi-pass adaptation algorithms will have an overall positive impact
on the e ectiveness of case-based planning. Multi-pass algorithms are akin
to using \macro operators" to satisfy the preconditions of other macro operators. Prior work in explanation based learning [29] shows that unconstrained
macro-chaining could have an adverse e ect on performance.

6.2 The Cost of Extension/Recovery in a Transformational Framework
Some CBP systems employ transformational as opposed to re nement methods [8, 9]. Their approach to the reuse of a plan may therefore involve simultaneous addition and retraction of plan constraints. In this section we will
PRODIGY/Analogy [33] uses a slightly di erent strategy in this regard. Speci cally,
it uses a \pointer" to keep track of the part of the case that has already been replayed.
Every time a case is visited, the replay is restarted at the position indicated by the pointer.
PRODIGY/Analogy also uses this strategy to facilitate alternating replay (see Figure 9).
Since PRODIGY/Analogy uses a state-space planner, such alternating replay is required
to support interleaving of steps into skeletal plan.
7
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analyze whether our conclusions as to the bene ts of plan-space CBP apply
to these frameworks as well. We will look at the cost bene ts of plan-space
planning in an alternative transformational planning framework.
The SPA system of Hanks and Weld [9] attempts to directly adapt the
skeletal plan resulting from the tting stage by allowing retraction of plan
constraints to be tried in parallel to skeletal plan re nement. At the start of
planning, the search queue is initiated with two copies of the tted library
plan, one tagged DOWN for extension and the other tagged UP for retraction. In the downward direction planning proceeds in the same manner as
generative planning. In the upward direction a plan is replaced on the queue
by its parent (tagged UP) and siblings (tagged DOWN). The UP branch of
the search may arrive at a solution by rst retracting one or more of the
skeletal plan constraints, and then adding new constraints to this reduced
plan until a solution is reached. Both directions are pursued simultaneously.
The derivation path leading to the new solution is thus typically made up of
lr constraint retractions, followed by lr + ls ; lsk constraint additions. Since
both UP and DOWN directions are pursued simultaneously, the search done
by SPA is:

R = 2  bl ;l
s

sk

+2lr

 bl ;l
s

sk

+2lr

(4)

Notice that for the special case of lr = 0, this becomes the search done
when the solution is found under the DOWN branch (i.e., through skeletal
plan extension).
With a reasonable retrieval strategy, we can expect that the average solution length, ls, is no larger for solutions under the skeletal plan as opposed
to solutions in other regions of the search tree. Under these conditions, reuse
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Figure 16: Simultaneous extension/retraction involves a cost of bl ;l +2l where lr is the number
of retractions that have to be performed on the skeletal plan in order to obtain a solution.
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is most e ective when no retraction is required. Speci cally, it can be seen
from 4 that the cost of reuse increases exponentially with lr , the number of
retractions that have to be performed. It is therefore likely that plan-space
planning will be more e ective in this CBP framework as well.

7 Related Work and Discussion

7.1 E ect of Other Types of Commitment on the Effectiveness of Reuse
In this paper, we have provided evidence that the premature step-order commitment made by state-space planners makes them inferior to plan-space
planners as substrates to case-based planning. Step ordering is not the only
type of commitment that distinguishes planning systems. This brings up the
question as to whether the hypotheses of this paper may also be applicable
to other types of commitments. To address this, we start by looking at other
types of strong commitments made by planners. These include:

Commitments to Causal Structures: To reduce redundancy in the search
space, some plan-space planners such as SNLP commit to causal structures. In practice, what this means is that once a precondition c of a
step s is established with the help of the e ect of some step s0, they
protect this establishment by ensuring that no step s00 can come in between s0 and s and violate c. Blythe and Veloso showed that this gives
SNLP a disadvantage in certain domains [34]. However, there are other
plan-space planners such as UA [28] and TWEAK [5] which do not commit to speci c causal links, while MP and MP-I [14] allow for causal
structures that strike a better balance between redundancy and commitment. Disjunctive planners such as GRAPHPLAN [2], SATPLAN
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[23, 22], DESCARTES [12, 11] and UCPOP-D [21] avoid commitment
by forming disjunctions over plan constraints. Although disjunctive
planners at rst glance seem very di erent from the traditional re nement planners, recent work [21] has shown that these planners can be
understood in terms of how search is introduced into re nement planning. In particular, when a partial plan P is re ned using some re nement strategy into a set of new plans fP1;    Png, traditional planners
split the resultant plans into di erent search branches and handle them
separately. An alternative is to keep plans together as a single entity
which contains disjunctions over plan constraints. Disjunctive planners
use this technique to eliminate search from plan re nement, but introduce it into a solution extraction stage which is used to nd a solution
within a disjunctive plan.

Commitments to Speci c Ways of Achieving a Goal: We have discussed
how planners such as SNLP, TOPI, NOLIMIT commit to a speci c way
of achieving the goal, whereas disjunctive planners make weaker commitments by forming disjunctions over plan constraints. Another way
of introducing a weak commitment is through hierarchical task reduction. Planners such as NONLIN [32] and SIPE [36] rst work out the
details of a plan at abstract levels, and then re ne it at more concrete
levels. Systems such as PRIAR [15] use these hierarchical planners as
the substrate for plan reuse.

We believe that any type of strong commitment has a deleterious e ect in
plan reuse and replay. We can rely on the semantics of re nement planning
[19, 20] to understand this. From the perspective of re nement planning,
the skeletal plan is a partial plan that can be seen as a shorthand notation
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for the set of complete plans (operator sequences) that are consistent with
the current constraints comprising the skeletal plan. This set is called the
candidate set of the (skeletal) plan. When a re nement planner extends a
skeletal plan by adding constraints to it, it is essentially narrowing down the
candidate set. From this point of view, the skeletal plan can be extended into
a complete solution to the new problem only when this solution belongs to
the candidate set of the skeletal plan to begin with. The larger the candidate
set of the original skeletal plan, the higher this probability.
It is easy to show that planners that make weak commitments to plan
constraints have partial plans that have larger candidate sets. For example,
consider the general scenario where we want to satisfy some precondition
c of step s2 by using the e ects of a step s1. We clearly need to order
the steps such that s1 comes before s2 . The state-space planners do this by
enforcing a contiguity constraint (denoted by \") between s1 and s2 , thereby
guaranteeing not only that s1 comes before s2, but that no other steps come
in between. Plan space planners on the other hand add a partial ordering
constraint (denoted by \") between s1 and s2, which allows other steps to
come between them. Given two partial plans \s1  s2 " and \s1  s2 ," it is
easy to see that more operator sequences will be consistent with the latter
than the former. Thus the latter has a larger candidate set.
Similarly, a plan space planner such as SNLP also adds a causal link
constraint to preserve c between s1 and s2, while planners such as UCPOP-D
[21] form a disjunction over causal link constraints. Once again, the candidate
set of the plan produced by SNLP will be smaller than that produced by
UCPOP-D. Finally, in the case of task reduction planning, the step s2 that
is picked for making s1 true is likely to be an abstract action which can be
potentially realized in terms of many possible plan templates. Since at this
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point we have not made any commitment to any one of those templates, the
candidate set of the partial plan would be even larger.
In summary, planners that make weaker commitments tend to produce
partial plans (and eventually skeletal plans) with larger candidate sets. Skeletal plans with larger candidate sets o er higher probability that the candidate
set contains a solution for the new problem (which can then be found by rening the skeletal plan), thus reducing the need for a recovery phase, and
increasing the e ectiveness of CBP. This puts in a larger perspective the
e ect of step-order commitment which is the focus of this paper.

7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Indexing

In Section 5, we argued that the e ectiveness of case-based planning is undermined whenever the skeletal plan cannot be extended, and a recovery phase
is necessitated. In this paper we have provided empirical evidence that has
demonstrated that a plan-space planner has a better chance of extending a
skeletal plan. However, plan-space planners don't guarantee that a case will
be extendable all the time. In particular, if the skeletal plan is only stepmodi able with respect to the new goals, these planners will also be misled
by the retrieved case, and need to recover. For reuse and replay to improve
performance, it is necessary to select an appropriate case. If the wrong case
is chosen, the cost of retrieving, tting and modifying the case may exceed
that of planning from scratch [30].
This suggests an approach for dynamically improving retrieval { specifically, we could consider a retrieved case to be providing wrong guidance
whenever the skeletal plan derived from it could not be extended and a re69

covery phase was necessitated. Whenever this happens, we could analyze the
search tree to understand the reasons as to why the skeletal plan could not
be extended, and annotate the stored case with these reasons, so that such
mis-retrieval will not occur in the future. Using explanation-based learning
techniques [17] we have implemented this approach for improving retrieval in
the presence of derivational replay [10], and have shown that this approach
leads to substantial improvements in replay performance.

7.2.2 Plan Quality
Until now, we concentrated on the issue of extending the skeletal plan into
a solution for the planning problem, and have largely ignored the issue of
the quality of the plans. The results of this paper however do have some
relevance to the issue of plan quality in CBP. In many domains, the problems
may be such that step-sequencable reuse will produce a solution, but stepinterleaving is needed if one wants an optimal solution. In other words, even
in cases where decision-sequencable replay is feasible, the ability to support
step-interleaving could improve the quality of the plan. The results of our
experiments shown in Table 4, lend support to this hypothesis. In particular,
the numbers in parentheses show the average lengths of plans produced by
plan-space and state-space planners during replay. We note that plan-space
planners do better than state-space planners in this regard. Our future work
is aimed at further improving plan quality by identifying bad plans through
an independent plan evaluation, and implementing a retrieval strategy which
learns to avoid bad plans as well as plan failures.
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7.2.3 CBP within Disjunctive Planning
Future work will investigate reuse and replay within disjunctive planners.
These can be seen to fall into a generalized re nement planning template [21]
that subsumes both the traditional, as well as newer planners that introduce
full disjunction such as GRAPHPLAN [2] and SATPLAN [23, 22]. So far we
have implemented replay only on planners which commit to particular plan
constraints and split the search space. It would seem that planners which
introduce full disjunction and thus form no commitments cannot bene t from
reuse and replay. However, there exist planners such as UCPOP-D [21] and
DESCARTES [12, 11] which fall within the extremes of full splitting and full
disjunction. For example, UCPOP-D introduces disjunction only in simple
establishments. Our future work will focus on the question as to whether
the performance improvements gained through these newer techniques can
be further improved through CBP.

8 Summary and Conclusion
In this paper we have presented two case-based planning frameworks which
we call plan reuse and eager derivation replay. Both frameworks are built
on top of an underlying generative planner which is used in extending a
skeletal plan derived from a previous case into a solution for a new problem,
and, when the skeletal plan cannot be re ned into a solution, in continuing
the search process by backtracking over this plan. As such, both frameworks
preserve the soundness and completeness of the underlying planning strategy.
In particular, eager derivation replay merely provides search control for the
underlying planner, and therefore inherits all of its properties. For example,
when based within SNLP, it is complete, sound and systematic.
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Using these two CBP frameworks, we have addressed the issue of the relative utility of grounding case-based planning in plan-space vs. state-space
planning strategies. We have argued that given the same retrieval and tting
strategies, a plan-space planner has a greater capability to extend a previous case into a full solution to a new problem. Our empirical studies have
demonstrated that this quality of plan-space planners makes them substantially more e ective in supporting reuse and replay over state-space planners
in domains where step order is critical. We have provided empirical support
for the hypothesis that the e ectiveness of CBP depends on the underlying
planning strategy. The results of these experiments, and their rami cations
for more sophisticated CBP frameworks were discussed.
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